I. INTRODUCTION
Precisely tracking moving objects in complex propagation scenarios such as deep urban canyons and indoors is a challenging problem. In some cases Global Positioning System (GPS) repeaters may be used to obtain better performance [1] . However, a more reliable way to provide position information in the harsh propagation environments is to utilize the network-based positioning systems [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Although the network-based systems may continuously provide target position information in general, the position accuracy is usually not satisfactory in severe non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation scenarios. To improve the accuracy of network-based positioning systems, a range of methods and techniques have been proposed [9] . One of the efforts has been focused on mitigating the NLOS propagation effect. For instance, by exerting constraints and/or introducing an NLOS-error-related parameter into the cost function, optimization algorithms can be developed to mitigate the NLOS effect [10] [11] [12] . In the event that the statistics of the NLOS errors and measurement noise are known, such as based on field trials, statistical processing can significantly reduce the NLOS effect [13] . When a database is established in advance, signature matching can be employed to greatly improve position accuracy in NLOS scenarios [14] [15] [16] . Further, using angle measurements at the mobile unit is another efficient method to mitigate the NLOS effect provided that it is feasible to obtain angle-of-arrival or angle-of-departure information at the mobile [17] . When tracking moving objects the Kalman filter (KF) is widely considered, and different tracking algorithms have been developed. Kalman filtering with consideration of NLOS mitigations has been investigated by many researchers [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In [18] Kalman filtering is used to reconstruct the NLOS-corrupted distance measurements by introducing a bias state variable. In [19] both unbiased and biased Kalman filtering of time-of-arrival (TOA) estimates are employed based on the outcome of NLOS identification. The smoothed TOA estimates are then transferred to time-difference-of-arrival (TDOA) estimates, which are used for position determination. A KF-based interacting multiple model smoother is proposed in [20] for TOA data smoothing. A two-state Markov process is employed to describe the transition between line-of-sight (LOS) and NLOS propagation conditions between the mobile and each base station.
Although different NLOS mitigation methods do improve position accuracy, the resulting position errors are still relatively large (typically many tens of meters and even more than one hundred meters depending on the propagation environment and how many base stations are within the radio range of the mobile unit). In this paper we aim to further enhance position accuracy of network-based positioning systems. A two-stage cellular-network-based positioning approach is proposed, which consists of two stages: 1) filtering of raw distance measurements with NLOS mitigation and 2) fusion of distance, velocity, and heading for position determination. In the first stage a new LOS and NLOS identification method is proposed to mitigate the NLOS bias error. This online identification method makes use of online mean and variance estimates which can be replaced with the median and the mean absolute deviation (MAD) to improve identification robustness. The mean of the bias error is largely removed through subtracting the measurements from the estimated bias mean. In the second stage the velocity and heading angle information, as well as the distance measurements, are incorporated through the extended KF. The estimates of the mobile kinematics can be provided by the off-the-shelf velocity and heading sensors.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the measurement model. Section III presents the two-stage cellular-network-based positioning approach for mobile tracking in detail. Section IV provides a detailed analysis of the LOS and NLOS hypothesis testing. Section V evaluates the performance of the proposed distance smoothing method and the mobile tracking approach via simulation. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. MEASUREMENT MODEL
Suppose that the distance measurements are made between the mobile and each of N base stations through measuring the TOA or the round trip time of the signal. The positions of the base stations are known and constant. For notational simplicity the subscripts related to base stations are dropped. The distance measurement is modeled as
where d j is the Euclidean distance between the mobile and the base station at time instant j, which in a two-dimensional scenario is defined as d j = q (x bs ¡ x m,j ) 2 + (y bs ¡ y m,j ) 2 , where (x bs , y bs ) and (x m,j , y m,j ) are the positions of the base station and the mobile, respectively. Note that, although a two-dimensional mobile positioning scenario is considered and the application intended here is vehicular, the developed algorithms in this article can be extended to three-dimensional positioning. The measurement error (" j ) is modeled as where n j is the Gaussian measurement noise with a zero mean and a variance ¾ 2 n and b j is the positive measurement bias error induced by NLOS propagation. It is assumed that during a vehicle's travel the LOS and NLOS propagations alternate from time to time. In addition to distance measurements, mobile velocity and heading angle measurements are assumed available such as provided by a speedometer and a heading sensor, respectively. The purpose is to develop algorithms to enhance positioning accuracy using the distance measurements and the velocity and heading angle information. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed two-stage approach. The details of the approach are described below.
III. TWO-STAGE ALGORITHM

A. Distance Smoothing with NLOS Mitigation
1) LOS and NLOS Identification:
The existing distance smoothing algorithms typically use online variance estimation to identify the NLOS propagation. The variance of the observation errors in the KF is then changed accordingly. In the proposed approach, in addition to using the online variance or standard deviation (STD) estimates, the online mean estimation is also performed to aid LOS and NLOS identification and to update the KF equations. The identification is performed independently using distance measurements associated with each base station. It is assumed that the sampling frequency for ranging is much greater than one, say 50 Hz. Such a sampling frequency would be feasible for cellular networks and other wireless systems in general, provided that the central processing speed is sufficiently high. The main drawback of such a relatively high sampling frequency is that the power consumption will increase. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the proposed LOS and NLOS identification method, and more details of the method are described below.
2) Initial Identification: The initial identification uses the sequence of past distance measurements for hypothesis testing. Specifically, suppose that the current time instant is k. Then, the mean and STD of the past sequence of L original distance measurements are computed by
where the length L should be less than the number of samples per second when the vehicle travels at a moderate or high speed. For instance, if the sampling frequency is 50 Hz, L may be chosen around 20. If the vehicle travels at a speed of 40 km/h, then the maximum distance variation among the L position points will not be greater than 4.4 m. Such a quantity is relatively small compared with the measurement noise STD, which is typically around 150 m, and the mean and STD of the measurement bias error, which can be a few hundred meters. Thus, the effect of such a variation on the STD calculation would be minor. Although the variance or STD can be estimated in other ways, such a method is simple, straightforward, and reliable. Note that the mean and STD calculated according to (3) may not be robust when the measurements contain outliers which can be either measurements corrupted by the NLOS effect or those in LOS conditions, depending on which hypothesis is being tested. To improve the robustness of the algorithm, the mean and the STD can be replaced with the median and the MAD, respectively. In the simulation the performance of the mean and STD-based method are compared with that of the median and MAD based method.
The current measurement is then compared with the estimated mean in (3) . If the difference is within a predefined range, that is,
where ± r1 and ± r2 are two thresholds, then the current measurement is used to update the mean and the STD in (3), where the oldest measurement r k¡L is excluded from the calculation. That is, a sliding window is applied to constrain the number of the distance measurements. Then, if the current propagation hypothesis is NLOS and if
where ¾°1 is the STD threshold, then the hypothesis is changed to LOS. The issue of the threshold selection is discussed in Section IV. Next, a new measurement is taken, and the identification procedure continues. On the other hand if r k ¡ m 1¸±r2 (6) then the current propagation is assumed as NLOS.
then it is assumed LOS. The tentative decision made based on (6) or (7) may not be correct, especially when the thresholds ± r1 and ± r2 are relatively small. To reduce the probability of making a wrong decision, verification is necessary.
3) Hypothesis Verification: When the threshold is crossed in the initial identification, verification is followed. In the verification phase L ¡ 1 new measurements are taken to form two sequences of measurements as shown in Fig. 3 . The mean and STD of the second sequence of measurements are calculated by
where, in the same way, the mean and STD can be replaced with the median and MAD, respectively. In the case where (6) holds and
where ± m1 is the threshold for the mean difference and ¾°2 is another STD threshold, then all the measurements of the second sequence are decided as NLOS measurements. The mean and STD calculated by (8) 
where ± m2 is another threshold for the mean difference, the measurements of the second sequence are all decided as LOS measurements. The mean and variance are updated accordingly. However, even if (7) holds but if one or two conditions in (10) are not satisfied, then the initial LOS hypothesis is rejected. Then, starting from r k+1 , the identification process continues. Meanwhile, if both (9) and (10) do not hold, then the condition in (5) is checked and the NLOS hypothesis is changed to LOS hypothesis if (5) is satisfied. Note that in the hypothesis testing, it is inevitable to produce incorrect decisions. However, since the identification is based on a sliding window of measurements, no serious error propagation phenomenon would occur. Also, the online distance measurement variance estimation would usually strengthen the correct decision and reject the incorrect decision. Further, the online mean and STD estimation can be replaced with more robust operations such as median and MAD estimation in the presence of outliers. Therefore, the presented identification algorithm would be robust in the presence of incorrect decisions.
4) Linear Kalman Filtering: Kalman filtering can be enabled immediately once the first distance measurement is made and the known variance of the measurement noise is used. Alternatively, the KF may start when the first variance estimate is obtained using (8) , at the cost of a small delay.
For notational simplicity the indexes for the base stations are dropped as mentioned earlier. At time instant k the state vector is defined as
d are the distance state and its variation state, respectively. The process equation of the KF is then defined as
where ³ is the process noise and
where ±t is the distance sampling interval. The observation equation can be written as
where h = [1 0] T and w is the observation noise (distance measurement error). Then, the state prediction (μ (kjk¡1) ), error covariance matrix prediction (C (kjk¡1) ), Kalman gain computation (k (k) ), and state and error covariance correction stages of the linear KF are performed recursively as follows:
where Q is the covariance matrix of the process/acceleration noise vector and R (k) is the variance of the observation noise variable. In the simulation these two covariance matrices can be selected manually through a number of tests. For simplicity they can be set as a diagonal matrix. The value of the diagonal element of Q should be small, whereas that of R (k) should be relatively large, depending on the variance of the measurement noise and error. In practice field trials are needed to choose the most suitable parameters. The initial values for the error covariance matrix can be simply set as an identity matrix multiplied by a large number such as 10 5 . The initial values for the mobile position coordinates can be obtained using a simple single-shot noniterative least-squares position determination algorithm such as the one with linearization and introduction of an extra intermediate parameter as described in [9] .
The linear KF is updated in accordance with the updated variance estimates and the hypothesis testing results as discussed earlier. That is, the measurement error variance R (k) in (14) is continuously updated based on the current variance estimates of the distance measurements. Also, the fourth equation in (14) is updated using the mean estimates according tô (15) where ±p is the adjustment term to compensate for the mean of the bias errors, which is chosen according to
(16) where m 1 is the mean of the last L distance measurements under the latest LOS hypothesis and is calculated by (3) and m 2 is the mean of the first L distance measurements under the current NLOS hypothesis and is calculated by (8) . Note that these two sequences of measurements are next to each other (distinguished by the transition from the LOS hypothesis to the NLOS hypothesis).
Clearly, this distance smoothing algorithm is suited for scenarios where the NLOS and LOS propagations alternate frequently in an irregular pattern. Such a radio propagation pattern can occur in reality as reported in [18] . It is worth mentioning that the above-proposed distance smoothing approach is similar to that in [19] . That is, online variance estimation results are used to update the KF. The main difference is that in the proposed approach online bias error mean estimation is also performed, and the estimated mean is used to update the state vector in the KF.
B. Integrating Distance Measurements with External Velocity and Heading Information
At the second stage the filtered distance measurements are employed to locate the vehicle. Vehicles are usually equipped with speedometers to provide the estimate of the velocity so that the drivers can constrain the speed according to the speed limits on specific road segments and the traffic conditions. Also, the moving direction of a vehicle can be measured by off-the-shelf heading sensors, such as the Honeywell HMR3200 digital compass which provides heading information with accuracy of 0.5 deg in the absence of electromagnetic disturbance. In this section the velocity and heading angle estimates are integrated with the distance measurements to improve the position estimation accuracy.
The four-element state vector is defined as
where x m,k and y m,k are the coordinate state variables and v x,k and v y,k are the velocity state variables of the mobile along the x-axis and the y-axis, respectively. Note that a number of notations are used in both the preceding section and this section, but with different definitions. Similar to (11) the process equation can be written as
where 
In contrast to (13) the observation equation is a nonlinear function of the state vector, defined as
where´( k) is the observation noise vector (i.e., the distance measurement error vector after smoothing) and
here the vector p (k) contains the filtered distance measurements that are obtained from the first stage. In the presence of velocity estimatev k and heading estimateÁ k , the velocity along the x-axis and that along the y-axis can be modeled aŝ
where # x,k and # y,k are the velocity errors along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. They are modeled as Gaussian random variables. Note that the angle between the moving direction and the positive x-axis is defined as the heading angle here. Then, the observation equation consists of both (20) and (22), which results in the extended format as
Similarly, the extended KF can be implemented as follows:
where Q is the covariance matrix of » (k) andR (k) is the covariance matrix of˜( k) and
where i = 1,2,:::, N and the two velocity components ing(μ (kjk¡1) ) are calculated according to
where in the case of large system noise variances, the above equations may not hold. In this case it would be interesting to find an alternative method to determine the two components. It is worth mentioning that when the hypothesis verification is involved and more samples are taken in the LOS and NLOS identification, some delay will occur in generating position estimates, although the delay may not be significant. To avoid the problem of nonreal time tracking, different techniques can be employed. In the case where the velocity and heading measurements are available, the mobile positions during this period can be readily calculated using the basic dead-reckoning technique. In the absence of velocity and heading sensors, a simple way to resolve the problem is to approximate the positions at these time points with the latest position estimate. Alternatively, the positions can be predicted like
Note that higher position update rates have been considered for some practical positioning systems. For instance, in mid 2010, the position solution of the Locata was calculated at a 10 Hz rate [24] . The Locata Corporation had also demonstrated the update rates up to 50 Hz and envisaged that update rates up to 100 Hz would be possible in about one year through increasing the processing speed of the central processing unit. Thus, it would be interesting to develop techniques, such as the proposed two-stage approach, to exploit such higher update rates to gain some benefits. Also, note that velocity and heading information is also employed for position determination in [25] , but it is used here in a quite different way through integrating the three different types of measurements with an extended KF.
Another issue is that, when the sampling frequency is large, the measurement errors in (2) are somehow correlated. In this case the correlation should be considered in the design of the KF. It would be interesting to make field measurements using such a ranging device that has a large sampling frequency and to analyze the correlation properties of the sampled data. Such an investigation is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. LOS AND NLOS HYPOTHESIS TESTING ANALYSIS AND THRESHOLD SELECTION
In the LOS and NLOS identification studied earlier, a number of thresholds are required. In this section, the general rules in selecting the thresholds are provided based on the hypothesis testing theory. Specifically, it is assumed that the distributions of the distance measurement noise and bias error are known a priori such as based on processing field measurements and modeling the noise and bias error. The thresholds are associated with the probability of false alarm (PFA). When the PFAs are given, the thresholds can be determined accordingly. In this case these thresholds are obtained in advance, and thus there is no issue of computational time. However, when the distribution parameters of the noise and bias error are not known a priori, the thresholds may be determined online adaptively. Then, the computational time of obtaining the thresholds can be an issue. However, investigation of such an adaptive technique is beyond the scope of this paper. In the remainder of this section, the details of selecting the thresholds in the presence of known distance measurement noise and bias error statistics are described.
In the literature the measurement noise is typically modeled as a Gaussian random variable. On the other hand, since the NLOS-induced bias component is always positive when the measurement is TOA or distance, it is often modeled as a one-parameter Rayleigh or exponential random variable when evaluating the performance of positioning algorithms [13, 26] . Field measurements also demonstrate that the TOA measurement error has a good match with the Rayleigh distribution [27] . Thus, a Rayleigh bias variable is assumed for the analysis in this paper. The probability density function (pdf) of the sum of a zero-mean Gaussian variable and a Rayleigh variable, which are mutually independent, is equal to the convolution of the pdfs of the two random variables and can be derived as
where Q(¢) is the standard Q-function, ¾ n is the STD of the Gaussian noise variable, ¾ R is the Rayleigh distribution parameter, and
A. Analysis for Initial Identification
1) NLOS Identification:
First, let us examine the case where the immediate L past distance measurements are taken under LOS propagation. Thus, the mean and STD of the average of L past LOS distance measurement errors are zero and ¾ n = p L, respectively. Then, the variable u = r ¡ m 1 , where r is the current measurement, has a pdf that is dependent on whether the measurement is under LOS or NLOS propagation. If the current propagation is LOS, then u is still Gaussian with a pdf given by p(u j los : los) = N (0,3
where3 n = ¾ n p 1 + 1=L. Alternatively, if the current propagation is NLOS, then the pdf (p(u j los : nlos)) has the same expression as given by (28) but with " j replaced by u and ¾ n replaced by3 n . Figure 4 shows an example of these two density functions. Clearly, in this example, the two density functions overlap significantly. That is, if the probability of detection (POD) is high, then the PFA will not be small. On the other hand, if the PFA is small, then the POD will not be large. Note that, in this case, the POD is the probability of deciding NLOS as NLOS, whereas the PFA is the probability of deciding LOS as NLOS. Now, let us study the two probabilities, the thresholds, and their relationships. Given a PFA denoted by P FA , the threshold ± r1 can be determined by
(30) Then, the POD is calculated according to
where numerical integration is needed to calculate the POD. For instance, when ± r1 = 350 m, ¾ n = 150 m, and L = 20, the PFA and the POD are 1.14% and 67.22%, respectively. In this case, although the PFA is small, the probability of missing (POM) is as high as 32.87%. Note that the POM is the complement of the POD. However, in the case of ± r1 = ¡100 m, the PFA and the POD are 74.23% and 99.02%, respectively. Although the POD is very high, and thus the POM is very small, the PFA is rather large. As discussed later, when NLOS is identified and confirmed, the measurement will be subtracted from the estimate of the bias mean. Thus, it is necessary to keep the PFA small.
2) LOS Identification:
When the immediate L past distance measurements are taken under NLOS propagation, the mean of the sum of the L Rayleigh bias errors can be approximated as a Gaussian variable with a mean m R = ¾ R p ¼=2 and an STD ¾ R = p (4 ¡ ¼)=(2L)¾ R , according to the central limit theorem. Then, similar to (29) , one of the two density functions now becomes p(u j nlos : los) = N (¡m R ,3
The other density function can be obtained as follows. The variable u now is the sum of a Rayleigh variable and a Gaussian variable of non-zero mean f¡m R g and an STD3 G . In this case, although (28) cannot directly be used to describe the density function of u, following the same derivation procedure produces p(u j nlos : nlos) Figure 5 shows the two density functions when testing the LOS hypothesis. In this case the PFA and the POD are given by
With the threshold set at ¡250 m and the other parameters given earlier, the PFA and POD are 21.53% and 94.21%, respectively. To reduce the probability of deciding LOS as NLOS, the threshold can be set at a larger value so that the POD is larger. However, the PFA, which is the probability of deciding NLOS as LOS, will also be larger simultaneously. For instance, if the POD is increased to 99.4%, the PFA will be increased to 39.83%. To resolve such a contradiction, a verification stage is required. The following subsection presents the hypothesis testing analysis in the verification phase.
B. Analysis for Hypothesis Verification
The hypothesis assumed in the initial identification phase is verified in this confirmation. The focus is on the dominant cases where the measurements of each of the two sequences are made under the same propagation condition. The analysis is based on the 
where Figure 6 shows two examples of the two density functions when ¾ n = 150 m, ¾ R = 400 m, and L = 30 for the upper figure, whereas the lower figure is produced when L = 10. It is worth noting that the sum of ten independent and identically distributed Rayleigh variables has a distribution that has a nearly perfect match with a Gaussian distribution. It can be readily observed that, when the mean of the Rayleigh bias error is relatively large, as typically observed in practice, there is nearly no overlapping between the two density functions, even for the case of L = 10. This comes from the fact that the pdf of the average of L measurements is examined against the pdf of the average of L other measurements. The shapes of the two density functions are squeezed significantly because of the averaging operation. This implies that, if the threshold is chosen appropriately, for instance, around 150 m, the decision on the hypothesis will nearly always be correct. The PFA that is the probability of taking the LOS measurement as the NLOS one is given by
Also, the POD that is the probability of correctly deciding the NLOS propagation is given as
From the density functions shown in Fig. 6 , the PFA and the POD are virtually zero and one, respectively, when the threshold is set around 150 m.
2) Verification of LOS Hypothesis: Now let us consider the case where the first sequence of L measurements is under NLOS propagation, whereas the second sequence of L measurements is under LOS or NLOS propagation, but not both. Similarly to (35) and (36), the two density functions of m 2,1 are, respectively, given by p(m 2,1 j nlos : los) = N (¡m R , ¾ where Figure 7 shows the two pdfs with the same parameters as Fig. 6 . The distances between the two pdfs are smaller than those in Fig. 6 . Nevertheless, there is only small overlapping between the two density functions when L = 10. Thus, the decisions made at the first stage can be correctly verified with a very high probability when the threshold is chosen appropriately, such as around ¡300 m. Specifically, the PFA and POD are given by
For instance, if the threshold is set at ¡300 m, the length is L = 10, and the other parameters are the same as given earlier; the POD and PFA are 98.69% and 2.95%, respectively. That is, the wrong decision at the initial identification will be accepted with a probability of 2.95%, whereas the correct decision will be accepted with a probability of 98.69%. Also, Fig. 7 . Example of pdfs for LOS hypothesis verification when mean of bias error is 500 m.
the hypothesis on the latest L ¡ 1 measurements will be tested correctly with a probability of 98.69%. Note that the thresholds selected based on the PFA are used as a reference when the smoothed distance measurement accuracy is considered. Since there is no formula to describe the relationship between the distance measurement accuracy and the thresholds, the final threshold values are determined manually, and the PFA-based threshold values are used as a guide.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In a hexagonal cellular deployment, the mobile unit is typically able to communicate with a small number (e.g., 4) of base stations due to the limited radio range. As the mobile travels it loses a radio link with one or more base stations that are out of the radio range. Meanwhile, one or more new base stations would be within the radio range of the mobile so that new communication links are established. For simplicity we consider a scenario where the mobile is able to communicate with four base stations denoted by a square and traverses along a path with two linear track segments, as shown in Fig. 8 . Such a setup is a bit simplistic, but the position accuracy calculated under this simulation setup would be similar to that with a more realistic one.
The mobile is assumed to move along the path from point P 1 (3, 3) through P 2 (3, 0:5) and P 3 (1:5, 0:5) (unit in km) at variable speeds. Specifically, the vehicle starts from point P 1 with an initial speed of zero and an acceleration of 2:5 m/s 2 . After reaching the speed of 36 km/h, the vehicle travels at this speed until it is close to P 2 . Then, the vehicle slows down at an acceleration of ¡2:5 m/s 2 until the speed is reduced to nearly zero at point P 2 . Next, the vehicle turns right and gradually speed up to 27 km/h at an acceleration of 2:5 m/s 2 and then keeps moving at this speed along the road segment. The selection of these speeds and accelerations is a bit ad hoc. However, the assumption of these relatively low vehicle speeds is to simulate the traffic conditions in urban areas, especially in deep city canyons where there are usually reduced speed limits to ensure safety. The distance sampling frequency is set at 50 Hz. The distance measurement noise is modeled as a zero-mean Gaussian variable with an STD of 150 m which is known a priori, whereas the bias error is modeled as a Rayleigh variable with the distribution parameter set at 400 m. Note that, although some previous field measurements show that the measurement noise has a Gaussian distribution with an STD of around 150 m, new field measurements are required to confirm such a noise model, especially when a new positioning system is implemented. The developed algorithm is validated only based on simulation results. Thus, prior to applying the algorithm to real application, further testing on real measurements is needed, and this will be the authors' future work. These parameters are similar to those obtained through field trials [28, 29] . It is assumed that the signal propagation between the mobile and each base station alternates between LOS and NLOS. Intuitively, the NLOS or LOS status would usually remain unchanged for a certain period of time, such as a few seconds. Such an LOS and NLOS propagation pattern in outdoor environments has been observed through making field measurements [18] . Although the duration of either LOS or NLOS propagation would be irregular and dependent on the specific environment, they are modeled as a uniform variable ranging between 1 and 4 s. Figure 9 shows the postsmoothing distance measurements of two algorithms versus sampling time instants. The term "Proposed" denotes results of the proposed smoothing approach. The term "Biased & Unbiased" denotes results when the LOS and NLOS status and the variance of the bias variable are known perfectly so that the exact variances of the distance measurement errors are used in the KF. Thus, the corresponding results may be treated as the best performance that can be achieved by the biased and unbiased smoothing algorithm and the interacting multiple model algorithm [19, 20] . As for the proposed approach, the sequence length is set at L = 30 and the thresholds are set as follows: ± r1 = ± r2 = 450 m, ± m1 = 170 m, ± m2 = 300 m, and ¾°1 = ¾°2 = 1:1¾ n = 165 m, where ¾ n is the STD of the Gaussian noise. These STD thresholds are manually selected, and they can be simply set at the STD of the measurement noise if it is difficult to choose better thresholds. Clearly, the proposed smoothing algorithm produces more accurate distance estimates than the other algorithms. The performance gain comes from the fact that the bias error is reduced significantly through subtracting the measurements from the estimate of the bias mean, as can be observed in Fig. 10 . Table I shows the root mean square error (RMSE) of the original, adjusted, and smoothed distance measurements. Clearly, the RMSE is reduced by about 40% after adjustment, and the RMSE of the proposed smoothing algorithm is reduced by between 50% and 80% compared with that of the biased & unbiased method. Figure 11 shows the performance of the algorithms in terms of the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the absolute value of the distance estimation errors related to all four base stations. The term "LOS Assump" denotes results when the propagation is assumed to be LOS all the time so that the variance of the measurement noise is used as the observation variance throughout the filtering process. The length of the sequence of measurements for the hypothesis testing is set at three different values: L = f10, 20, 30g. When L = 20 the threshold values are set as ¾°1 = ¾°2 = 0:95¾ n = 142:5 m, whereas for L = 10, ¾°1 = ¾°2 = 0:8¾ n = 120 m. These values are selected manually to achieve better performance; however, the two thresholds may be simply set as the noise STD. Simulation results show that, when the two thresholds are set as above, the RMSE of the smoothed distance measurements associated with all four base stations and three sequence lengths is 45.12 m, and the RMSE of the corresponding position estimation is 46.62 m. On the other hand, when the two thresholds are set at the noise STD, the RMSE of the smoothed distance measurements and the position estimation is 49.99 m and 48.69 m, respectively. The performance degradation is about 10% for the distance measurement and about 5% for the position estimation.
A. Performance of Distance Estimates Smoothing
From Figs. 10 and 11, it is seen that the distance estimation accuracy can be improved significantly by using the proposed approach. Also, from Fig. 11 , it can be observed that the effect of the length of the sequence of measurements on the accuracy is marginal for the range of the sequence lengths (10 to 30).
When the mean and the STD used in the LOS and NLOS identification are replaced, respectively, with the median and the MAD, the RMSE of the smoothed distance measurements and the position estimation is 41.92 m and 44.07 m, respectively. That is, the accuracy is improved by around 6%. It is expected that, when the radio propagation alternates more frequently between LOS and NLOS, the accuracy gain would be higher. Thus, the median and the MAD are preferable in the identification of the LOS and NLOS propagations.
B. Comparison of Positional Accuracy
The sampling frequency of the velocity and heading data is set at 10 Hz, which is similar to the sampling frequencies of current off-the-shelf products. Clearly, this value is much smaller than the sampling frequency for ranging. Thus, the velocity and heading sample values remain constant for position determination until the next velocity and heading sampling time instant. The velocity and heading estimation errors are modeled as Gaussian random variables of zero mean and STDs of 2 m/s and 8 deg, respectively. The selection of these values is based on the fact that the velocity error of the speedometer is typically less than 10% of the actual value. Although the resolution of the off-the-shelf heading sensors or digital compasses can be as high as §0:5 deg, the angle measurement error can be much higher than the resolution in the presence of disturbance. Figure 12 shows the cdf of the proposed two-stage mobile tracking algorithm denoted by "Proposed," the algorithm in [19] denoted by "LAT," and the algorithm in [20] denoted by "LC." The curve "Proposed-a" denotes the results of the proposed approach without using velocity and heading measurements, whereas the curve "Proposed-b" denotes the results using these sensor measurements. The length of the sequence of measurements for hypothesis verification is set at L = 20. It can be seen that the proposed NLOS mitigation-based two-stage approach outperforms the existing algorithms significantly. The use of the velocity and heading information in the KF yields a significant accuracy gain compared with the case where these velocity and heading measurements are not exploited. A similar performance gain would be expected for the case where three-dimensional positioning is considered. However, further investigation is needed on whether or not the vertical accuracy improvement would be similar to the x-coordinate or the y-coordinate position accuracy improvement. Also, it is worth mentioning that performance comparison has only been made between the proposed approach and two existing methods. The performance of the other existing methods, including the method proposed in [30] , is not evaluated through simulation in this paper. Figure 13 shows the impact of the heading measurement errors on the positional accuracy of the proposed algorithm. The length of the sequence of measurements for hypothesis verification is set at L = 20, and the STD of the velocity measurement error is set at 7.2 km/h. Clearly, when the STD of the angular errors is less than 6 deg, the algorithm is insensitive to the heading measurement error, and the impact is insignificant. However, when the STD is equal to or greater than 14 deg, the accuracy degradation can be significant in terms of the cdf for smaller position errors. Thus, it would be desirable to keep the STD of the heading measurement error below 10 deg. As mentioned earlier a number of the off-the-shelf heading sensors can provide measurements with accuracy better than 10 deg in normal operating environments. Figure 14 shows the effect of the mobile velocity measurement errors when the STD of the heading measurement error is set at 6 deg. Results with four different STD values (3.6, 7.2, 10.8, and 14.4 km/h) are presented. It can be seen that the proposed tracking algorithm is rather insensitive to the velocity measurement error. That is, the proposed approach is robust in the presence of relatively large velocity measurement errors. The reason for such insensitivity may be explained as follows. The range of the velocity error STD studied is 10.8 km/h, which is equivalently 3 m/s. The corresponding distance error over a small fraction of a second would be on the order of decimeters. Such a distance error is much smaller than the smoothed distance measurement error that can be dozens of meters.
C. Impact of Velocity and Heading Measurement Errors
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated network-based positioning in severe NLOS propagation environments. A two-stage positioning approach was developed to mitigate the NLOS effect. An online LOS and NLOS identification method was proposed, which makes use of both online mean and STD estimates of the distance measurements. To improve the robustness of the identification algorithm in the presence of outliers, the mean and the STD can be replaced with the median and the MAD of the original distance measurements, respectively. The identification results, the mean, and STD estimates are employed to update the KF equations for distance measurement smoothing. In the position determination distance, velocity, and heading measurements are integrated through the extended KF. The proposed method is particularly suited to tracking mobile terminals for scenarios where the signal propagation alternates frequently between LOS and NLOS. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed two-stage algorithm outperforms other algorithms significantly. Also, a detailed analysis is provided for the LOS and NLOS identification, which is useful in the parameter selection to achieve accurate identification. Future research will focus on pedestrian tracking in urban canyons by combining different positioning technologies, such as network-based technology and GPS. He is currently a Professor of Wireless Communications at Macquarie University in Sydney, where he heads the Wireless Communications and Networking Laboratory. Prior to his university engagement, he managed wireless research activities at Motorola Labs in Sydney. He has held visiting appointments at the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Shanghai Jiao Tong University. His current research interests include broadband wireless networks and wireless body area networks. He has received research contract awards from several organisations such as Motorola, Inc., Agere Systems, Freescale Semiconductor, Inc., and CSIRO.
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